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ntroduction an 
the transition probability matrices of a Markov chaifr satis- 
C for all r 2 1. Such a chain was said to have constam cavsa- 
the matrix C in [ 31. The transition probabilities are stationary if C =: 
and nonstationary otherwise. Letting = B,, it follows that 
The further requirements that the chain have finitely many states and 
t be invertible were also made in [ 3,4], but we shall not do s 
matrix need not be stochastic, cf. [3]. For example, let e 
note the column vector all of :vhose entries are 1, #and efine 
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would also converge to el’ as 
y to chains with m 
eorem 4.1, that the 
chains with any member of states; in fact they converge so rapidly that 
&II - el”‘ll converges. This is true even if the chain has countably many 
states provided only that supi ( Zjl ~1) < *. Theorem 4.1 states that if 
a causative matrix C converge to L (in the 1, -operator 
then Er II Tr - IL II converges. 
ow (Theorem 3.1) that a given matrix C of finite order is a 
causative matrix for some chain if and only if x’C = ’ for some stochas- 
‘. This condition, while sufficient, is not ecessary when C 
We discuss criteria for finite causative matrices to satisfy the hypo- 
theses of Theorem 4.1 and Corollary 4.2, and the implications of the in- 
vertibility of in this regard. Conditions are then obtained, which will 
ensure that C be a causative matrix for some chain in which Q is invertible 
In this paper all1 matrices are real and IZ X n with 1 c n g =J. Matrices 
of infinite order are assumed to have an upper left-hand corner, i.e., 
is defineId by a doubly indexed sequence mij, where i = 1,2, . . . and 
-norm on vectors ( Hu’ II== II[q , . . . . vi, . . . ] 
ng operator norm on bounded matrices (
1)). We note that T is bounded if and only if 
supi iLp&) r’=. 
A matd-ix L” will be said t 
8 3. When is C causative? 281 
is causative (e.g., with respect 
is unbounded, the converse may not 
example, define C by cQ = 0 for all, i> 1 
for all i 2 1. C is bounded and causative but 
, then the converse holds: 
eorem 3.1. If the order of C is finite, then C is cuusative if and only if 
’ for some stochastic 
oaf. We need only prove the necessity cf the Patter condirtion. Suppwe 
C is causative with respect o some matrix . Let x’ be the first row of 
and let K be the closure of the convex hull of {x’C’ : r 2 0). Since x? 
is stochastic for all r 2 0, it follows that K is a compact, convex subset 
of real n-space. Since C is linear and maps K into itself, the Markov- 
Kakutani theorem [ 1, p. 4561 implies that C has a fixed point in K, i.e., 
‘C = q’ for some . 
. The asymptotic aviour of causative 
Suppose that C is causative with respect o and, if C is of infinite 
order, that C is bounded. 
eorem 4.1. If lim,.,, E=L, then 2l,W_--Lii co 
oof. The continuity of the mapping (
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But stochastic matrices have unit norm. Therefore 
Now for some m, Ii < 1; therefore each of t 
converges (ii = 0, 1, . . . . q- 1) and consequently 




is stochastic, and we have the fol- 
verges. 
.2. If, J’or some I’, lim,,, Cr = el’, then Z,. II T, - el’ II cm- 
This establishes the validitv of Lipstein’s conjecture. 
Theorem 4.1 can also be proven, but only in the finite case, by apply- 
ing the following theorem. 
eorem .3 (Fortet [I!, p. 5241). ppose the matrices A 
are of finite order and converge to 
o eigenvalue of unit modulus (except perha;s 1), then 
If we take , then Fortet’s theorem establishes the existen- 
ce of the limit of the ut the fact that tlhe converge to the limit L 
of the Cr and do so rapidly enough that Er II L II c(onverges seems to 
require a proof which is no briefer th;n that given above. 
If lim,,, r does not exist, then nothing can be said about the con- 
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questions: 
converge to (rather than to the limit of 
eore .I and Corollarj .2 raise the following 
exist? 
= el’ for some I’? 
(5.3, 
If the order of C is finite, then there are criteria, which are fairly easy 
to apply, which answer these questions: 
) 2 0 be the algebraic and geometric 
an eigenvzlue of an arbitrary matrix 
Jordan form implies (see [ 51 or [ 6, p. 131) that 
(S.la) converge if and 
eigenvalues X0 
Suppose C is causative and its powers converge to L. Theorem 3.1 im- 
plies that ar(C) 2 1. The Jordan form implies that the rank of L equals 
a(C). Therefore, the null spaces of C - I and L - have the same dimen- 
sion. These spaces must coincide because the first is a subspace of the 
second. This gives us the criterion: 
(5.2a) b, = el’ if and only if cx(C) = 1 and Ce = e, 
which enables us to examine the proviso that L = L without finding 
expiicitly :
(53.3) Choose a basis for the null space of C - I (any basis will do); 
if and only if each member of the basis is i 
the nullspace of 
that 
as assumed in [ 31 that C is causative wit 
ey: IWII g 
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en we also have: 
(5.2b) ’ iC and only i = 1. 
he assumption of the invertibility of 
satisfy the 
mplifies the criteria for 
ch C are causative with res ect to an invertible 
e infinite case, (i) and 
if we only assume 
efereiwes 28s 
.smfforaurZ 1, 
none of whose entries is zero, suck 
respect to an invertible 
= (py)-l( ‘). Then for any Y 22 
C/e = e and no entry in r is 
tive with respect o 
its inverse as p # 0. 
oint csut hat con ition (iii)‘, while sufficient, is not neces- 
1: :] for example). 
It would be interesting to find one set of conditions which would be 
ssary and sufficient for C to be caucative with res 
, at least in the finite case. 
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